Word classes

As in English, French words belong to different word classes. In French, you will be mostly using verbs, nouns, and adjectives. Your dictionary tells you which class a word belongs to.

1 Circle the name of the word class.
   a le **tee-shirt** noun masc.
   b la **ratatouille** noun fem.
   c le or la **prof** noun masc. & fem.
   d **aimer** verb
   e **petit** adjective masc., **petite** fem.
   f **rapide** adjective masc. & fem.

2 Beat the clock! Be the first to find how many of each word class there are on page 49 of your dictionary.

   verbs
   nouns
   adjectives

Extra!
Flick through your dictionary. Can you spot two more word classes?

How did you do? Colour the right face for you.

😊 = I can do this easily  ☹️ = I can do some of this  ☹️ = I need more practice